The principles of statistical physics are applied to the study of cellular systems. Cells that fill a Aat surface are characterized by area, perimeter, and number of sides. A set of constraints is established, taking into account the main features of the structure, from both geometrical and physical points of view. The distribution functions of number of sides and area are calculated as well as the thermodynamic parameters. The results are in agreement with available experimental and computational data.
One should bear in mind that soap-froth evolution and normal grain growth in polycrystals have common features but are not identical. Soap bubble walls can adjust themselves almost instantaneously to reduce interface energy, and hence the evolution can be considered as a succession of quasiequilibrium states. Polycrystals are generally further from equilibrium than soap froths and the boundary energy may depend on other factors, such as the relative orientation of the microcrystals; also the existence of pores (stable three-sided cells in soap froths) and impurities may be an additional complication.
Several authors have applied with relative success the methods of statistical physics (for a review see Ref. 14) and particularly the maximum entropy formalism' ' ' to describe the equilibrium states and the evolution of these systems. (10) that can be associated, in a crude estimate, to the isothermal work to compress a cell from the maximum area a " to an area a:
The constant C should be of the order of P, Inl -0.1(cr l2). Equation (10) (13) where A, is a unit volume in the phase space equivalent to the constant h defined in SM textbooks, XI is introduced to correctly count the number of microstates, and p is the density function defined in Eq. (1).
To maximize the entropy subjected to the constraints, Eqs. (3) - (6) and (12), one defines the function 'P, the gen- P(a)= g f dp f da'5(a -a')f(n, p, a') . 
Area distribution P(a )
The area distribution P(a ) is defined from the reduced probability f(n,p, a ) as follows:
A plot of (a ) versus p, z is presented in Fig. 2 C. The average area of n sid-ed cells (a")
The average area of n-sided cells is easily obtained from the reduced probability distribution (a") = g f dp f da f(n', p, a)a6"". increases. In the experimental steady state the average area is continuously growing but the distribution functions are self-similar. In the present formulation this can be described by allowing the average length l to increase in time: the theoretical distribution P(a/(a ) ) remains constant, in agreement with the experiments. In this sense the self-similar state can be compared to the theoretical equilibrium (maximum entropy) state. Finally, the experimental data regarding area distributions are much less reliable than other measured quantities, ' and Equation (32) is plotted in Fig. 4 
where E is the perimeter energy.
The force per unit length due to surface tension is o/2nl, . and it must be equal to internal pressure (assuming an ideal gas). Hence 
